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‘The process of writing any piece of music really is one of discovery and the
feeling I always have is that what I’m setting myself to write already exists
and that what I have to do is unveil it, discover it’.1
This characterisation by Daniel Jones of the creative process as one of exploration and
excavation seems appropriate for a composer whose scores have a powerful sense of
rightness and inevitability. His lifelong dedication to music meant that he was unwilling
to compromise by diluting it with other work, such as teaching. When he was
mischievously accused of never having had a proper job, his response was to tap his
manuscript and reply, ‘This is a proper job’.2
Born in Pembroke, South Wales, on 7 December 1912, he was brought up in Swansea
where he lived for most of his life, describing it as ‘that magnet city’.3 His mother was
a singer and his father, Jenkin Jones, was an amateur composer who wrote religious and
choral pieces. The young Daniel soon began to compose and by the time he was nine
he had written several piano sonatas. At Swansea Grammar School, he met Dylan
Thomas,4 with whom he developed a close and lasting friendship. They wrote poems
together for the school magazine and later collaborated on more than two hundred
poems, Jones contributing the odd numbered lines, Thomas the even ones.5
Daniel Jones read English Literature at University College, Swansea, taking his B.A. in
1934. His M.A. thesis on Elizabethan Lyric Poetry and its relation to the music of the
period shows an engagement with Elizabethan traditions of melody that subsequently
informed his own works. He continued his education at the Royal Academy of Music,
studying composition with Harry Farjeon and conducting with Sir Henry Wood. In
1935 he was awarded the Mendelssohn Scholarship, which enabled him to travel widely
in Europe for two years and master several languages.
Fortissimo Jones, a BBC Wales television programme made by John Ormond, 1977.
Patrick Hannan, quoted in a programme note to ‘A tribute to Daniel Jones’, 8 May 1994, Brangwyn Hall, Swansea.
3 ‘Notes and Letters: The composer Daniel Jones talks to A. J. Heward Rees’, Welsh Music, Summer 1979, Vol.6, No.2, p.13.
4 Years later, Dylan Thomas vividly portrayed his volatile first encounter with Daniel Jones in the school playground in a short story entitled
‘The Fight’.
5 In 1971, eighteen years after Dylan’s death, Jones produced an authoritative edition of his friend’s poems.
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Jones’s oeuvre ranged from piano pieces and chamber works to concertos for violin,
oboe and cello. There are four cantatas, including The Country Beyond the Stars, to
words by Henry Vaughan (1958)6 and an oratorio, St. Peter (1962), premiered at
Llandaff Cathedral. Of his two operas, The Knife was produced at Sadler’s Wells by the
New Opera Company in December 1963 and the one-act Orestes, after Aeschylus, was
broadcast by the BBC in 1968. Among his instrumental scores, perhaps the most
striking is the four-movement sonata for three unaccompanied kettledrums (1947). He
also wrote incidental music, notably for Dylan Thomas’s 1954 radio drama Under Milk
Wood. There are seven completed string quartets in his acknowledged canon, and he
had already embarked upon another quartet at the time of his death.7 Such timehonoured forms as the Symphony and the String Quartet accorded with a natural
inclination towards absolute, non-programmatic music. Describing himself as ‘antiimpressionistic’,8 he cited Purcell as a leading influence, along with Berlioz, Elgar and
Janáček, and looked upon Haydn as a symphonic ideal.
The cornerstone of Jones’s prolific output is the Symphony, memorably described by
him as ‘a dramatic structure with an emotive intention’.9 He tackled the form afresh
6
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During the Second World War he served as a Captain in British Army Intelligence,
working as a cryptographer and decoder of Japanese, Roumanian and Russian at
Bletchley Park. The late 1940s formed a period of consolidation for him as a creative
artist, one of the outcomes of which was a firm rejection and, where possible,
destruction of all his early scores. His initial post-war success as a composer was a
Symphonic Prologue for orchestra, which was awarded first prize of the Royal
Philharmonic Society in 1950. During the next four decades he devoted his life to
writing music, mostly to commission, and conducting, especially his own pieces. In
1963 he was elected a Fellow of the Institute of Arts and Letters and was appointed
OBE five years later. He died at the age of 80 in Swansea on 23 April 1993.
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8
9

12

Featured on Lyrita SRCD.326, coupled with Jones’s Symphonies 6 and 9.
Giles Easterbrook and Malcolm Binney later compiled a convincing performing edition from Jones’s sketches.
Liverpool Post, 8 April 1960.
In the composer’s programme notes for the Seventh Symphony’s premiere on 4 April 1972.
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with each of his thirteen examples, deliberately aiming at differences of character,
duration, form, rhythm, thematic or harmonic material, difficulty and orchestration.
The first twelve of his symphonies are based on a different note of the chromatic scale.
He maintained that he never set out with this unique goal in mind, but he realised that
he could achieve it after he had completed his Seventh.
Though Jones was no miniaturist and admitted that he got into his ‘best stride when it’s
a big stride’,10 the gestures in his symphonies became increasingly brusque and the
textures leaner as his cycle progressed. Gradually he became ‘convinced of the value of
conciseness in a symphony’,11 as he stated in a 1984 interview: ‘I don’t know whether
it’s age or ripeness or whatever, but to me most music seems too long these days … what
I’m after is sufficient brevity. The ideal is that the listener will feel that a point has been
made and the argument concluded. It can’t go on any longer. One should say what
one has to say and shut up’.12
A fine example of Jones at his most succinct and incisive, the Twelfth Symphony
(1985) was commissioned by the Civil and Public Services Association as a farewell gift
to their retiring General Secretary, Ken Thomas, who, according to an article about the
commission in the Daily Express, numbered making harpsichords among his principal
hobbies.13 This article also contains the observation that even the Trades Union
Congress ‘commissioned no more than a Malcolm Arnold overture for its 1968
centenary’.14
The Twelfth Symphony was first performed by the BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra
and conductor Erich Bergel at a gala concert at St David's Hall, Cardiff on 26
September 1985. The score bears a superscription consisting of a brief quotation from
Pushkin, which reads 'Yet one last tale, And my chronicle is ended'. With these words
‘Notes and Letters’, op. cit., p.25.
Ibid, p.34.
12 Classical Music, 20 October 1984.
13 'Brotherly Harmony', Daily Express, 3 September 1985, p.17.
14 The Peterloo Overture, premiered by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Arnold at the Royal Festival Hall, London on 7 June
1968.
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the composer is reflecting that this work would end his cycle of symphonies, each based
on one of the twelve tones, making up over the course of fifty years a kind of musical
'chronicle'. The music itself has little sense of leave-taking, however, this symphony
being one of his most vigorous and forthright utterances, and, in the event, there was
one further contribution to the genre to come from his pen.
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Favouring the deeper, darker regions of the orchestral spectrum, the forces required
consist of three flutes (third doubling piccolo), two oboes, cor anglais, two clarinets,
bass clarinet, two bassoons, contrabassoon, four horns, three trumpets, three
trombones, four timpani (one of which is chromatic), percussion (player one: side drum,
triangle, bass drum, tam-tam; player two: glockenspiel, two cymbals, suspended
cymbal), and strings.
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Jones described his main purpose in writing the symphony as being 'to communicate as
directly and succinctly to the audience as possible'.15 The sectional structure of the
work is straightforward. The outside movements basically follow the Sonata Allegro
pattern. The second movement, fulfilling the function of a scherzo, alternates sections,
as in a rondo. The slow third movement is binary. Contrasts of mood are clearly
indicated by the movements’ titles.
In the opening movement, the first twelve bars of the introductory 'Tranquillo' section
present two basic ideas: a lyrical theme on flute, followed by an interval pattern of a fifth,
first heard on cor anglais. The 'flute theme' proves particularly significant in the
symphony’s outer movements. The interval of a fifth pervades the whole work, but
often in alternation with the same interval flattened. After a brief pause, the fast, main
section begins, marked ‘Agitato’. The second subject features a mixture of duple and
quintuple rhythms and generates considerable harmonic ambiguity with its alternations
of tones and semitones. The development section combines all the key aspects of the
work and includes a short fugue. In the recapitulation, the ‘Tranquillo’ leads straight
into the home key of G and the movement ends, as it began, with a flute solo.
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Programme note for the first performance.
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In the brief ‘Giocoso’ second movement, much play is made with quirky accentuation.
In bars of triple rhythm, the stress most often falls on the third beat, but sometimes on
the first or second; in those of variable duple time, it is equally variable. Jones’s spirited
scherzos are often a highlight of his symphonic works, and this droll, laconic example is
no exception.
The opening muted trumpet calls of the ‘Serioso’ third movement, based on the interval
of the fifth, form a three-bar introduction. The first section proper, in a mixture of 6/4
and 5/4 bars, is dominated by muted strings. The quintuple rhythm now prevails in a
theme played by first and second violins and bassoons. At the first appearance of
unmuted brass, a climax is reached in which the first and second sections of the
movement are combined. There follows a modified reprise of the first section (strings
unmuted), but the secondary theme soon blends with this and is finally left to itself on
cellos and basses. The movement ends with the muted trumpet calls heard in the
opening bars becoming more distant and fading into silence.
A trombone opens the ‘Risoluto’ fourth movement boldly. Much of the movement
consists of a dispute between perfect and flattened fifths and there is also a hard-fought
contest between the contrasting keys of C sharp and G. Eventually, the tonal struggle
is resolved by the ascendancy of G in a trenchant orchestral unison. Thus, Jones's series
of twelve symphonies rooted in a different tonal centre ends imposingly in the key of G,
noble, triumphant and authoritative.
In Jones’s Twelfth Symphony, the disciplined economy of statement which
characterises his late works is refined to the point of terseness. Despite the considerable
ingenuity of rhythm, thematic inversion and division and harmonic conflict on display,
the score avoids needless complexity and remains accessible throughout. Writing in
Country Life magazine, Kenneth Loveland dubbed this symphony as 'the best of the set',
observing that 'the textures are clear', and describing the composer's earlier
Romanticism as 'no more than an echo'.16

16

Kenneth Loveland, ‘The Musial Scene: Reassuring Evidence: New Music in Wales, Country Life, 17 October 1985.
SRCD 391
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Daniel Jones's Symphony in memory of John Fussell (Symphony no.13) (1992)
was first performed by the BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra and conductor Richard
Hickox at the Brangwyn Hall, Swansea on 17 October 1992 at that year's Swansea
Festival. The work is a personal tribute to a friend of the composer, who was Swansea's
Director of Music and City Organist from 1970 until 1990, the year of his death. The
headings of the four movements were suggested by Jones as an approximate description
of their character: each passes through many moods.
The forces required consist of three flutes (third doubling piccolo), two oboes, cor
anglais, two clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons (third doubling contrabassoon), four
horns, three trumpets, three trombones, timpani (including at least one chromatic),
percussion for seven players (first: marimba, glockenspiel; second: crotales, bells,
triangle; third: suspended cymbal, tam-tam; fourth: bass drum, second timpani,
tambourine; fifth: vibraphone; sixth: side-drum; seventh: cymbals) and strings.
Marked 'Solenne', the substantial first movement begins with a prologue, which
introduces the material from which the whole symphony derives. To give two examples,
the simple four-note motif on the timpani often recurs, sometimes in modified form,
and the scale-like motifs which the strings play at their first entry is present throughout
the work in harmonic or melodic form. Strikingly, the first trombonist plays a long solo,
covering more than three octaves, accompanied by marimba, horns, bass instruments
and timpani. This introductory passage is restated in a modified and shortened version
to form the coda of the movement. Between these outer sections, a full symphonic 'first
movement', complete with development, unfolds, exploiting to the full the expressive
potential of the main material set out in the prologue.
The second movement, 'Capriccioso', is a shadowy, capricious scherzo. The emphasis
here is on rhythm, which, in the principal section, is quintuple (2+3) and in the
subsidiary section sextuple (2+3+2).
The ‘Lento’ third movement begins with a long passage in which woodwind soloists
pass the melody from one to another, while occasionally a distant, muted horn-call can
he heard. Initiated by a single bell stroke, the middle section of this movement, in
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steady quintuple rhythm, is in the manner of a solemn procession, approaching from
the distance, drawing near (in a loud climax) and then receding. After this, there is a
return to the first horn-call, but now the woodwind solos, still with occasional horn-calls,
are accompanied by tremolando strings, gradually sinking to the depths. The
movement ends evocatively with bell taps and timpani rolls and strokes.
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The ‘Agitato’ fourth movement features a seventeen-bar quotation from an earlier work
by Daniel Jones, 'Prelude: A Refusal to Mourn'. This piece for organ was played by
John Fussell, together with other works by Jones on a continental tour, which included
a performance in Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris. The title of the organ piece is taken
from the title of a poem by Dylan Thomas, and the work was played in Westminster
Abbey at the installation of the Dylan Thomas plaque in Poet's Corner on 1 March
1982. The first appearance of this extract begins with a slow passage on muted strings,
marked ‘Tranquillo’; the second is a solo for organ, now used for the first time in the
work as a significant reference to John Fussell himself. In a coda reminiscent of the first
movement prologue, the organ is joined by three trumpets playing in unison and then
by other instruments to reach a triumphant conclusion.
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Though each of Jones’s thirteen symphonies is a unique and highly personal statement,
the cycle as a whole, which dates from 1947 to 1992 and thus spans virtually his entire
career as a mature composer, maintains an unwavering consistency of quality and vision.
He demonstrates a steadfast integrity throughout, never bowing to the latest trends. He
believed passionately that every note counted, citing Mozart, Weber, Mendelssohn and
Bizet as models of clarity in their uncluttered orchestration.17 Years spent as a
conductor were invaluable to him as a composer and his assertion that ‘I know exactly
what a conductor requires to see on a score so that the meaning of it is plain to him’18
is borne out by his meticulously presented manuscripts. In a written personal tribute
to Jones, Mark Morris spoke warmly of Jones’s cycle, ‘I’m sure that when they are as
widely known as they deserve to be, their place in the pattern of the British symphony
17
18

Fortissimo Jones, a BBC Wales television programme made by John Ormond, 1977.
Ibid.
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will be more fully realised – above all, they will continue to enrich, delight and move
audiences, and what more could we ask?’.19
Choral works became a regular feature in Jones's output relatively late in his creative life.
He regarded The Country Beyond the Stars20 of 1958 as his first 'really serious venture
into choral-orchestral writing'.21 Though he admitted to approaching this BBC
commission with considerable trepidation, it was only as a result of composing it that
he realised he was a fully-fledged choral composer.
The cantata Come, my Way, my Truth, my Life (1987) was written in memory of
John Aeron-Thomas, whose widow Margaret commissioned the work. A devout
Christian, John Aeron-Thomas had been a founder-member of the Swansea Festival,
who commissioned Jones's First Symphony. among other works. The text is taken from
poetry by George Herbert (1593-1633), which details his sacred journey.
The
composer had a longstanding interest in the metaphysical poets such as John Donne,
George Herbert, Francis Quarles, Thomas Traherne and Henry Vaughan. In addition
to using Vaughan's words in his Country Beyond the Stars, Jones had set passages of
Donne in his Triptych, for chorus and piano of 1969, for example.
The cantata was first performed at the Brangwyn Hall, Swansea on 10 October 1987,
as part of that year’s Swansea Festival. Tenor Maldwyn Davies, the BBC Welsh
Chorus and the BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra were conducted by Sir Charles
Groves. A large orchestra is used, made up of three flutes (third doubling piccolo), two
oboes, cor anglais, two clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons, contrabassoon, four
horns, three trumpets, three trombones, four timpani (one chromatic), percussion (first
player: side drum, suspended cymbal, tam-tam, bells, bass drum, tambourine, triangle;
second player: cymbals, glockenspiel and strings.

Mark Morris, ‘Programme Notes: Daniel Jones’ Symphonies: a personal tribute’, programme book of the first performance of Symphony
no.12.
20 Featured on Lyrita SRCD.326.
21 ‘Notes and Letters’, op. cit., p.35.
19

London on 7 June
SRCD 391
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In an undated letter, perhaps intended for Margaret Aeron-Thomas, now housed in the
Daniel Jones Archive in the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, the composer
offers several insights into his motivation for writing the piece and his own strongly-held
spiritual beliefs.
'I'm very anxious to make my contribution to a memorial to John, and to do my
best to make it worthy of him … most of my thoughts have been concentrated
not on practical matters, but on the question: what would John himself have
wished? Well, what are my conclusions after so much thought? As a fitting
memorial, a spiritual work of substance, sincerity and depth. I purposely don't
use the word 'religious' because of its common misuse. To me 'religio' is the
way to describe an acceptance or observance of organised symbolic ritual.
This does not exclude the spiritual, of course. I don't know where John stood
on this matter. But I do know that John would have approved of a spiritualism
through feeling, with or without reason. This is common ground shared by all
true artists, whatever they may profess, and orthodox believers. I don't want
to become mystical about this. I can speak out from my experience as a
composer. When the work before one has a spiritual connotation, for example,
the poetry of Henry Vaughan in my cantata The Country Beyond the Stars; the
relationship of Jesus and Peter in my oratorio St Peter, or the holy humility of
St Francis (from ‘The Little Flowers’) or of the hermits (from ‘A Tapestry of
Stars’) in my cantatas The Witnesses and The Three Hermits, I feel that I am
helped by a force more exactly expressed by 'theopneustia' than 'inspiration'
and find that what I have done is better than what I can do'.
Jones goes on to suggest that the work should be 'spiritual rather than sanctimonious'
and 'uplifting rather than elegiac'. He also declares that he has in mind for the memorial
piece a cantata, which he describes as 'on the same plane as an oratorio or a requiem,
but not either of these'.
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The structure of the music consists of three choruses grouped on each side of a central
orchestral movement. The choruses are used traditionally in only the first two
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The seven movements of Come, my Way, my Truth, my Life are arranged to follow the
spiritual progress of George Herbert's belief. In the tuneful, impassioned opening
movement, 'The Call', he expresses his tender, personal love of Christ. In the vigorous,
unsettled second movement, 'Choler', he rebels and tries to escape his belief, only to be
recalled by the one word, 'Child'. In the flowing third movement, 'Antiphon I’, he
celebrates the return of his faith in a song of praise. The central fourth movement,
'Whither, O whither art thou fled', is a deeply expressive orchestral Fantasia in which
Herbert seeks Christ but cannot find him and is in despair. In the fifth movement, 'The
Echo', Herbert asks a series of simple questions to regain and confirm his beliefs. The
answers are provided by an echo (sung by a small, offstage chorus), which seems to be
natural, but reveals its divine origin only in the final chord. In the following 'Dialogue',
a solo tenor represents the Christian, who defies Death (represented by the chorus) and
predicts Death's eventual extinction. The work concludes with 'Antiphon II’, a jubilant
song of praise, which builds to an imposing climax, inviting the world to share the
Christian’s joy.
The composer summed up his belief in the power of music with characteristic insight,
precision and a twinkle in his eye when he was interviewed by Bernard Keeffe for the
1977 BBC Wales television documentary, 'Fortissimo Jones':
'I think that an artist himself as a man is incomplete, like all men; but then he can
produce something, if he's a good artist, that is itself complete. It is a well-ordered and
perfect object and can be presented to the listener. So, the listener is presented with,
as it were, a small universe, a small example of order, and this satisfies his thirst for
order and also, perhaps, it touches something in him that has to do with the origin of
order in everything. Perhaps what I've said is a religious statement'.
Paul Conway, 2021
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I The Call
‘The Temple’ (1633)
Come, my Way, my Truth, my Life:
Such a Way, as gives us breath:
Such a Truth, as ends all strife:
Such a Life, as killeth Death.
Come, my Light, my Feast, my Strength:
Such a Light, as shows a Feast:
Such a Feast, as mends in length:
Such a Strength, as makes his guest.
Come, my Joy, my Love, my Heart:
Such a Joy, as none can move:
Such a Love, as none can part:
Such a Heart, as joys in Love.

II from The Choler [The Collar]
I struck the board, and cried, No more.
I will abroad.
What! Shall I ever sigh and pine?
My lines and life are free; free as the road;
Loose as the wind.
Sure there was wine
Before my sighs did dye it.
And there was corn
Before my tears did drown it.
Is the year only lost to me?
Have I no bays to crown it?
No flowers, no garlands gay?
All blasted?
All wasted?
Not so, my heart:
Recover all thy sigh-blown age
On double pleasures.
Away; take heed:
I will abroad.
Hence with thy deaths head; tie up my fears:
But as I raged and raved
and grew more fierce and wild
At every word,
Methought I heard one calling, Child!
And I replied, My Lord.
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III from Antiphon I
‘The Temple’ (1633)
Chorus. Praiséd be the God of love,
Men. Here below,
Angels. And here above:
Chorus. The gracious shepherd of the fold
Ang.
Us did make,
Men. For us was sold.

Chorus.
Ang.
Men.
Chorus.
Men.
Ang.

Wherefore since that he is such,
We adore,
And we do bow.
Lord, thy praises should be more.
We have none,
But we have.

V The Echo [Heaven]
‘The Temple’ (1633)
O Who will show me those delights on high?
Echo.
I.
Thou Echo, thou art mortal, all men know.
Echo.
No.
Wert thou not born among the trees and leaves?
Echo.
Leaves.
And are there any leaves, that still abide?
Echo. Bide.
What leaves are they? Impart the matter wholly.
Echo.
Holy.
Are holy leaves the Echo then of bliss?
Echo.
Yes.
Then tell me, what is that supreme delight?
Echo.
Light.
Light to the mind, what shall the will enjoy?
Echo.
Joy.
But are there cares and bus’ness with the pleasure?
Echo.
Leisure.
Light, joy, and leisure; But shall they perséver?
Echo.
Ever.
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VI A Dialogue [Dialogue-Anthem]
Christian.
Death
Alas, poor Death! Where is thy glory?
Let losers talk, yet thou shalt die;
Where is thy famous force, thy ancient sting?
These arms shall crush thee.
Death
Christian.
Alas, poor mortal, void of story!
Spare not, do thy worst.
Go, spell and read How I have kill’d thy King.
I shall be one day better than before;
Christian.
Thou so much worse,
Poor Death! And who was hurt thereby?
that thou shalt be no more.
Thy curse being laid on Him makes thee accurst.

VII Antiphon II
‘The Temple’ (1633)
Chorus. Let all the world in ev’ry corner sing,
My God and King.
Verse.

Chorus.
Verse.

Chorus.

Dan

Symph

Come, m
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The heav’ns are not too high,
His praise may thither fly:
The earth is not too low,
His praises there may grow.
Let all the world in ev’ry corner sing,
My God and King.
The church with psalms must shout,
No door can keep them out:
But above all, the heart
Must bear the greatest part.
Let all the world in ev’ry corner sing,
My God and King.
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